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Three decades of low-intensity warfare has led to the 

development of numerous exquisite platforms, bristling with 

capability, but their cost makes them scarce, and consequently 

vulnerable. Generating mass and resilience requires federating 

capabilities. 
The British Army’s WK450 Watchkeeper is a highly capable UAV. With 17 hours endurance, 

and the ability to operate 150 km from its ground control station, the platform provides a 

command post with a combination of high-fidelity ground moving target indication (GMTI) 

radar and electro-optical sensors. It is a flexible ISR asset that can scan a large area at 

reach, and then investigate what it finds.  

The Watchkeeper is also a contradiction. A GMTI radar on a UAV flying at 5,000 ft should 

be able to monitor activity 150 km away. An electro-optical sensor will likely be effective 

out to 12 km in good visibility. Therefore, while the Watchkeeper could loiter at altitude 

above the divisional support area and provide excellent coverage of the enemy deep, its 

electro-optical sensor would be redundant. Meanwhile, if it moved forward to investigate, 

it would need to fly much lower to avoid being detected, rendering its radar less effective, 

while remaining highly vulnerable to MANPADS and AAA. 

The problem with the Watchkeeper is not just inefficiency, however. The additional payload 

means carrying more weight than the base Hermes 450 UAV from which it was derived. 

More data being generated means that it requires greater bandwidth to transmit. The 

result has been spiralling costs and delays so that the Watchkeeper is now used by NASA 

as a case study in system failure. Additionally, given the limited fleet size and cost per 

airframe, the impact of crashes on operations does not bode well given how many could 

be shot down if they were ever used against an enemy with anti-air or electronic warfare 

capabilities. 

https://rusi.org/projects/land-operations
https://rusi.org/projects/martialpower
https://rusi.org/expertise/research/military-sciences
https://nsc.nasa.gov/docs/default-source/system-failure-case-studies/sfcs_watchkeeper.pdf?sfvrsn=a1d2fef8_10


If Watchkeeper was an isolated case study, it might be written up as a mistake. But it is 

indicative of a much wider problem. Consider Ajax: supposedly a recce vehicle, it is a 42-

tonne behemoth that will need to remain static if it wishes to be undetected. It has a range 

of impressive sensor systems that mean it could prove effective as a stand-off ISR platform. 

However, it is simultaneously supposed to provide a ‘medium armour’ capability, 

necessitating manoeuvre. To perform this role, it wields a highly lethal 40-mm cannon 

which, just like its sensors, is exquisitely expensive. 

Ironically, many of these expensive multirole capabilities have been driven by threats to 

budgets. Because the Army has more, but smaller, procurement programmes than its sister 

services, it has sought to protect key programmes from cuts by centralising capability 

around them. The same approach is now being pursued with formations. As the Army 

contracts in size, it is hoped that fewer units can perform a wider set of roles, with units 

traditionally assigned to the close fight being expected to deliver ‘deep effects’. 

This trend runs contrary to the lessons of past and present conflicts. Israel, which 

manufactures the Hermes 450, from which Watchkeeper is derived, is clear that drones are 

best used en masse and in layers. Recent conflicts in Syria, Ukraine, Libya and Nagorno-

Karabakh bear this out. UAVs are vulnerable to electronic warfare and organised air 

defences. The success of Turkey’s TB2s as penetrating ISTAR assets was that they worked at 

the seams of enemy air defences, and yet could afford to be lost. Turkey has lost a trickle 

throughout 2020 without a loss of overall mission effectiveness. Moreover, it was their 

pairing with loitering munitions that made them particularly effective. If Turkey had fielded 

a mere handful of exquisite airframes then enemy forces could have focused attention on 

them, and easily countered the capability. Without the multiple kinds of UAV, the Azeris 

would not have achieved the deep effects that enabled their victory. 

On the subject of deep effects, it is vital to recognise that the attrition of Armenian 

reserves prevented reinforcement of the front and, therefore, isolated sectors that the 

Azeris wished to attack. However, the Azeris still had to seize the positions and fight the 

close battle, and it was hard fought. Reassigning units across the force to achieving ‘deep 

effect’ comes at the risk of burdening tactical manoeuvre elements with heavy, expensive, 

long-range equipment that they must protect, but which is neither available in sufficient 

quantity, nor optimised for winning the close battle. Deep effects enable victory in the 

close; they do not deliver it. 

Although the distribution of high lethality systems for the close battle makes sense, it must 

also be noted that deep effects are generally not achieved by pinprick strikes. The loss of 

an assault bridge would not prove an insurmountable problem for the enemy. The 

coordinated destruction of multiple assault bridges might well do so. However, a 

coordinated fires plan requires the grouping of capabilities at echelon, which is 

exceedingly difficult with platforms in the thick of the close battle. The targeting cycle 

supporting such coordinated activities also requires that it be separated from the close 

fight, lest brigade headquarters become bloated, lethargic and consequently vulnerable. 



The British Army needs to reimpose responsibility at echelon. In peer-level warfighting 

brigades fight the close, supported by divisional enablers. The corps and division fight the 

deep, primarily using organic assets fixed to their echelon. The UK cannot deploy a 

sovereign corps, so it is important that its deep effectors – grouped at division – can 

interface with a NATO corps fire control headquarters. Shifting this burden from brigades 

allows them to conduct the close battle, to blunt or break through the enemy, take and 

hold ground, and manoeuvre. 

Clarifying roles also encourages the development of efficient and resilient platforms. If a 

GMTI radar is assigned to the corps or division for stand-off recce, it could be very helpful. 

Meanwhile a family of simpler electro-optical sensors pushing into the close from a 

divisional UAV battery to positively identify what the radar finds could be made attritable. 

If the numbers could be expanded then the enemy would have to expend far more energy 

in preventing their assets being revealed, and the level of effort assigned to this task would 

in itself indicate what the enemy valued. 

The British Army claims to pursue the manoeuvrist approach, in which the unconventional 

and unexpected are used to dislocate the enemy and pose multiple dilemmas. The massing 

of capabilities onto a tiny number of platforms, and the massing of responsibility onto a 

decreasing number of tactical formations, appears incompatible with this approach. A 

solitary platform does not pose multiple dilemmas because it is singular and generates the 

unitary dilemma of how to destroy it, which in the case of the likes of Watchkeeper or Ajax 

is not an insurmountable challenge. Similarly, a formation trying to fight the close and 

deep simultaneously is likely to find it has more targets than munitions and destroy too 

few of any of them to save itself against a peer opponent. 

Resolving this problem begins with concepts of operation but it must follow through into 

procurement. The Army has had several coherent plans in recent years – Army 2020 was 

credible, though subsequently not resourced – but as vehicle programmes have been 

delayed they have not translated into deployable capability. Perhaps most importantly, 

federating the functions of platforms, and therefore driving down cost, demands a 

modular approach to platform design. The Army has sought to remain competitive by 

pursuing an iterative approach to development. The problem is that with non-modular 

platforms, and iterative cycles that are shorter than the procurement cycle, this encourages 

tinkering with requirements and consequently spiralling costs. Supporting this iterative 

development process therefore requires standardising the digital and physical interfaces 

between platforms and payloads. 

Examples of modular interfaces exist. Boxer is one. The Russian Orlan-10 UAV is another. 

The picatinny rail and MOLLE loop on personal weapons and webbing are others. The 

result is that multiple manufacturers can propose improved designs that can be procured 

without rendering existing platforms obsolete. Standardising the interfaces by class of 

platform would therefore enable them to remain competitive while driving down costs of 

modernisation and refinement. This would allow airframes for UAVs to be procured 



without compromising investment in sensors. Increased modularity would also support 

attritable sensors. 

Changing this methodology to procurement and design, bringing it into alignment with 

concepts of operation, is necessary if the British Army is to be field a force that can afford 

to commit its formations to distinct battlefield tasks, and deploy kit that it may lose. The 

Army may not be growing, but if it cannot generate mass, whether in units of action, or 

deliverable effects, then it cannot meet its aspirations. 
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